=

1920’s Bill Doak Rawlings Original Three Patch Glove
It's the original mid-1920's model, except with three patches: Lowe & Campbell/Bill Doak/Rawlings. It's in
overall Vg+ condition, with supple exterior leather, no damage or writing, and a great natural pocket. There
are two small scrapes near the stamping (as shown). The stamping is okay for type of glove and age/use just
a tiny bit of thumb seam separation. The web lacing is intact while the leather binding does show overall
usage wear…………………………………………………….…………………………………………..$195

=

1920’s/30’s Rogers Hornsby Wilson 632 3 Finger Glove
Model 632 Hornsby 3 finger. Butter soft inside and out. Great stamping on this very high-quality
glove…………………………………………………………………………………………$500 or best offer

=

1930 George Connally Wilson-Western 647 Glove
1930 Wilson-Western George Connally model 647 glove. This is a high-quality and rare extended pocket
model. It is adult sized and in great condition. Beautiful supple leather inside and out. Black leather rolled
piping. Nice markings front and back……………………………………………………………………$575

=

c. 1905 A. J. Reach 5A Crescent Catchers Mitt
A circa 1905 A.J. Reach model 5A crescent pad catchers mitt. It's in great original condition and of the
highest quality construction. No rips or tears, soft and supple leather for a great on hand feel. It's a large
mitt at 10" diameter. Nice cloth patch……………………………………………………………………$595

=

1910’s A.J. Reach White 1” Web Glove
This is a very clean A.J. Reach white 1” web. It’s in nice condition. The inner lining feels great on the
hand with no holes. It’s more of a mid-sized model although it’s of very high-quality construction. It
features rolled leather piping and a nice Reach tag. The piping has its flaws and one hard or crispy spot to
the left of the tag on top of the strap. It’s as if it was glued at one point and the glue dried hard (the dark
spot). It’s outstanding on hand feel is the best feature. Although not perfect, it’s a nice glove...........…$350

=

1920’s Dazzy Vance Edward K. Tryon DV Glove
Tryon brand Dazzy Vance model DV. Super soft and supple leather. Butter soft on hand feel. Solid leather piping.
Has the Dazzy Vance and Tryon cloth labels. Great glove…………………………………………………………$250

1966 Roger Maris 42-217 Spalding Personal Model Glove
This is a high-quality Roger Maris Personal Model. It’s large and in fantastic condition. It still maintains its
shape. It has no flaws to speak of and no ink, rips or tears. It just shows signs of light general use. The
lining feels nice with no holes and the tag is all there, just a bit worn. It has a shearling lining. All the laces
are original and tight. This is a great glove. Guaranteed..………….…………….….…………...........…$250

=

c. 1957-58 Lefty Gomez Wilson A2036 Personal Model Glove
This is a correct hand lefty. It has nice leather and patch as well as solid stampings……………………$100

=

Early 1900’s Webless Glove
This is a turn of the century webless glove. The protruding/cocked thumb really makes this one display
great, and features a unique double stitched thumb. The asbestos lining is just about unimprovable and feels
great on the hand. The exterior leather is smooth and the piping is really nice overall. It has vintage
looking ink on the back of the thumb. This one is in its original state and has never been cleaned. It is a
nice example of an early and important glove……………………………………………………….…$5,000

=

1890’s/00’s Youth Mitt
This is a neat little mitt. It measures 8” tall by 6.5” wide. It’s of crude construction especially the sewn on
pocket. The back where your hand would go in is a bit rough. Regardless, it’s an early mitt or mitten and
anything of this style is extremely scarce in any condition………………………...…………………..…$225

=

1930’s Tryon Zipper Back Basemitt
Nearly identical to the KenWel. Top line mitt with no flaws. Good Tryon label, but no noticeable
stampings. It has been re-laced. Offers accepted. Satisfaction guaranteed……………....…………$4,400

=

1963 & 1974 Wilson A2000 Gloves
This is a set of two A2000’s. The first is a 1963 and the second is a 1974. They are all original and neither
have ink, rips or tears. Both feature extremely smooth linings and feel great on the hand. You won’t need to
upgrade these!..........................................................................................................................……………$550

=

c. 1910 A.J. Reach Fielders Mitt
This is an old Reach fielders mitt. The liner is rough but the outside leather is soft & supple. It has a nice
Reach patch……………………………………………………………………………………………….$425

Early 1970’s Brooks Robinson Rawlings XFCB17 Glove
This is a high-quality Fastback and Wing Tip model glove. It was produced starting in 1970. It’s in
outstanding condition with virtually no flaws to speak of. It has no ink, rips or tears and the lining is smooth.
Just a fantastic example of this Hall of Famer.……………………………………………………...........…$85

=

1940’s George A. Reach Catchers Mitt
A 1940's George Reach brand "Professional Model" A8 vented back catchers mitt. The mitt has an
elaborate double snap padded wrist strap and factory finger cinch lacing. This design harkens back to the
1920's Spalding Bennie Bengough model BB. The mitt was lightly used with no obvious wear. The leather
is soft and smooth inside and out and feels great on the hand. The mitt is adult sized at 10" diameter. The
lacing is all original and the leather piping is 100% intact. The cloth patch is mint and from Pond Sport
Shop in Appleton WI. Nice factory markings on the face.........................................................................$225

=

1930’s Max Bishop R.H. Macy & Co. Glove
This is tough pre-war Hall of Famer. It’s an adult size large buckle back glove with a super nice lining. Feels
great on the hand. The endorsement is bold. My favorite part is the R.H. Macy & Co. New York Logo stamp
in the heel. This is a seldom seen brand made by one of the majors……………………………………...$250

=

1950’s Ferris Fain Sonnett CL Stopper Model Basemitt
This is a mint condition Sonnett mitt. It is basically new and rarely used if ever. This one was made in
Ada, Ohio which is written on the cloth patch. The leather color is a light brown, almost orangish in color.
Great coloration and condition on this beauty…………………………………………………………….$150

=

c. 1924 Stanley Coveleski Goldsmith Model TB Glove
This is one of two known and is all original. It features the strip
web between all the fingers. The lining has holes and is rough. This
is an extremely rare Hall of Famer.............…………………...$1,800

=

c. 1900’s Crescent Pad Basemitt
Nice condition inside and out. Only 7-3/4” tall, but my large hand fits nicely inside. Buckle back with no
label or stampings. Grommet closure at thumb. Offers accepted. Satisfaction guaranteed…………..$175

=

c. 1915 Spalding BB1 World Series King Patent Glove
A circa 1915 Spalding World Series Model BB1 glove. The large glove features the King Patent wrist
lacing and was Spalding's best back in the day. The glove has a new liner. The front has tears and the web
is separated from the thumb. The markings on the face are light but intact. The Spalding patch is
intact………………………………………………………………………………………………………..$75

=

1930’s Joe Mowry W Brand W69 Glove
This glove dates back to the 1930’s. The leather is quite dark and in fine condition. The W is present as the
manufacturer. The lacing is in very nice condition. There is some wear on the bottom of the glove. The
marking is very strong of Joe Mowry as well as his signature (block & script)……………...…………..$100

=

1923-’26 Eddie Collins Reach Full Web Glove
This is your chance to own what many have considered to be the best example of an Eddie Collins glove in
the hobby. Gloves like these don’t come up for sale very often. And as they say, there can only be one #1.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………..$4,995

=

1940’s Rawlings B602X Special Services U.S. Army Basemitt
This 1940’s mitt is in fine game used condition. There are no names or ink or lace issues. The leather is
very smooth and the inside of the glove is in great condition. There are a few spots on the back of the glove
(unsure of what it is). This glove is an excellent example of a 1940’s military glove………………...…..$90

=

c. 1900’s Crescent Pad Basemitt
Very soft leather in very good condition. It is 9-3/4” tall. No label or stampings. Has some wear to the
piping at the sides and top. Lining and piping at the heel have been nicely replaced. Offers accepted.
Satisfaction guaranteed……………………………………………………………………...…………….$125

=

1961 Mickey Mantle Rawlings MM2 in Box
For the Mickey Mantle collector who wants everything. This is a very rare Mickey Mantle MM2 Rawlings
glove issued only in 1961 with the original box. It is near mint, broken in slightly, with a very minor scuff
on the inside pocket. The box is in good condition with a small tear in the lid. In 20 years of collecting, I
have never seen another one…………………………………………………………………………….$1,250

=

1940’s Pete Reiser Folsom Sporting Goods G98 Glove
This glove is a heavily padded glove in excellent condition with super soft leather and nice markings. The
back features a beautiful buckle. The glove has had minimal use. In the area where the hand goes, there is
still an inscription that reads Genuine Horsehide. I believe this glove is from the 1940’s. At one point,
Denkert made gloves for Folsom. It is soft with lots of soft padding. Nice example of a glove from this era.
Minor dark mark on middle finger. Easily cleaned up……………………………………..…………….$100

=

1950’s Joe Adcock Rawlings TM50 Basemitt in Box
This is an early 1950’s gem mint Joe Adcock. There is not a flaw on it as it has never caught a ball. Cannot
be improved. The box is not perfect but sturdy. There is a shadow in the vertical pic and last pic shows the
crease on the lid. Adcock models are extremely rare and this one is as good as it gets…………..….......$395

=

1900’s A.J. Reach Crescent Pad Glove
This is a Reach crescent padded glove. It’s a full-size adult glove with a perfect patch and button. Felt lining is in
excellent shape with no holes right up through the finger stalls. The full crescent pad is nicely pronounced. Piping
and leather in excellent condition………………………………………………………………………………….$1,200

=

1910’s/20’s Wright & Ditson Basemitt
This is an early Wright and Ditson baseman’s mitt. It’s in outstanding condition and has a unique wrist
strap as well as the rarer WD tennis player cloth label. Soft and supple leather with smooth liner……..$250

=

1940’s Les Fleming MacGregor Goldsmith AH Basemitt
A very rare 1940's MacGregor Goldsmith Les Fleming model AH "The Snare" basemitt in stunning near
mint condition. A top-quality adult sized mitt with a perfect cloth patch and stellar markings in the pocket.
all original lacing and all leather piping. Shearling backed wrist strap, supple leather inside and out for a
great on hand feel…………………………………………………………………………………………$175

=

1950’s Billy Goodman Franklin F433 in Box Glove
This is mint or nr-mt in box Billy Goodman glove. It’s a youth model. The box is a beautiful blue color but
is bent a little on the bottom. It’s still sturdy all around.…………………………………………………...$125

=

1955-57 Bill Glynn Spalding 1353 Mitt Big Scoop Basemitt
This mitt has hardly been used. Everything is in near new condition. Virtually no wear………………..$125

=

c. 1915 Edward K. Tryon FingerGrip Model Catchers Mitt
A circa 1915 Tryon FingerGrip Model catchers mitt. The mitt features a unique buckle web, olive colored
leather and FingerGrip patent. Goldsmith was most likely the manufacturer of this mitt for Tryon. It is of
the highest quality with outstanding factory markings and soft supple leather. It is a large mitt at 10"
diameter. Super Tryon patch……………………………………………………………………………..$295

=

1950’s Red Schoendienst Arrow Brand G312 Glove
It is doubtful this glove has been used. The features of this glove are: 1) like new condition, 2) the strong
markings featuring Red Schoendienst, and 3) the beautiful leather color and condition. The trademark is
listed as 1956 in the pocket. I believe is from that era………………………………………………….…$90

=

1910’s Thomas E. Wilson Basemitt
This is a circa 1915 Thomas E. Wilson sewn web basemans mitt. It’s black with cream piping. It’s in good
condition but has a fragile buckle strap. Inside feels nice. It has the earlier round TEW logo………....$225

=

1920’s J. Hans Wagner JC Higgins 1666 Glove
Hans Wagner JC Higgins model fielders glove. Very large glove that is in excellent condition. Leather is
soft, supple no holes with a readable signature. Very nice JC Higgins patch and button back strap..…...$900

=

c. 1910 Rogers Patent Shoulder Heel Glove
Appears to be all original. Very good exterior with a few pencil point marks on the palm side and
stretching of the button holes on its strap. Lining in palm is worn but fully intact. Lining in the thumb
stall is worn through. Offers accepted. Satisfaction guaranteed………………..……………………$5,500

=

1950’s Revelation G1306 Glove
This Model G1306 glove is in excellent condition all around. It features a beautiful solid red leather look.
The leather is very soft and all lacing looks to be original and in fine condition. A nice feature is the solid
black button on the back strap……………………………………………...………………………………$65

=

1930’s Pennant K453 Grommet Flap Web Glove
This is an interesting and rare style glove. It has grommet webs between all the fingers. It’s a seldom seen
style with relatively few known. Our glove buddy Dave Cunningham lovingly referred to them as “Bat Webs”
in his glove books. Although a tough model in any condition, this glove is in awful condition, well the inside
is at least. Here’s the dope. It has that small visible tear below the index finger crotch and the inside lining
is virtually non-existent. Some of the laces aren’t original either but nicely matched. It has nice thick exterior
leather nonetheless………………………………….…………………………….....………………….…$175

=

1920’s Christy Mathewson Goldsmith RF46 Spider Web Glove
This is a rare Christy Mathewson store model glove. It’s a 1920’s Goldsmith RF46 fielders glove. This is a
young adult size with strong stampings and a good overall shape. Mathewson is one of the most collectible
of Goldsmith endorsers, very seldom offered…………………………………………...…………...…$1,195

=

c. 1915 Stall & Dean Full Web Glove
A circa 1915 sewn web Stall & Dean glove. It shows some wear front and back. The inner lining is in-tact
and the glove feels good on the hand. The cloth patch is in nice shape. Very light markings on the face I
can see. The glove has leather piping and is adult size and roomy at 9 5/8" tall…………...…………....$350

=

1920’s Grover Cleveland Alexander D&M G99 Full Web Glove
This is a mid-20’s D&M Grover Cleveland Alexander full web. It’s one of two known in this model. The
lining feels great and is perfectly smooth. The piping is frayed and there is ink in two spots visible in the
pic. I have only seen two ever…………................................................................................……………$750

=

1920’s JC Higgins Double Palm Catchers Mitt
A 1920's JC Higgins "Professional Model" catchers mitt. A very stylish Decker patent model. More than
likely made by Goldsmith and of top quality featuring a "Double Palm" stamping. The Higgins cloth patch
is somewhat frayed. This is a large mitt at 10" diameter………………………………………………...$220

=

1950’s Johnny Antonelli Wilson A2010 Personal Model Glove
This is a 1950's Wilson Johnny Antonelli Major League Personal Model A2010 glove with outside finger
loop. It's built on a 12" pattern and in great condition. It was Wilson's best endorsed glove back in the day.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….$125

1920’s Grover Cleveland Alexander Stall & Dean Marathon 4272
Speed Model Glove
This glove came in the matching Grover Cleveland Alexander Stall
& Dean box as it was dual branded with Marathon (box not
included). This glove is fantastic in just about every way. It’s
extremely soft and supple inside and out. It’s a high-end model
sought after by glove collectors. On the thumb it says, “I use and
recommend this glove” but it’s light as is the model number and
endorsement. They are very light. All stampings are light. The
lining is so soft you won’t want to take your hand out of it. It has
the ideal glove feel……………..…...………………….........…$300

=

1920/30’s Fielders Glove
This is a great display piece and a fine example of an early 20th century glove. The pocket of this glove is
in fine shape with no visible markings, nice leather, and nice lacing. There is a faint name on the back wrist
strap when you fold it back. The only wear on this glove is within the back palm area, which can be seen in
the pictures. Looks great as a display glove……………………………………………………………….$60

=

1940’s Bruce Campbell George A. Reach BOC Glove
Near mint 1940's George A. Reach Co. Bruce Campbell model BOC glove. Beautiful, soft and supple
leather inside and out for a great on hand feel. Double tunnel web. This is an extra-large adult size high
quality glove with all leather piping and original lacing……………………………………………….....$225

=

1940’s/50’s Joe Jackson Nokona Basemitt
This is a circa late 1940’s early 50’s Joe Jackson Nokona Junior baseman’s mitt. This model design is
similar to The Latch model introduced by Nokona in 1948. Although Joe Jackson was banned from
baseball after the 1919 World Series scandal, he continued to endorse baseball gloves with Nokona into the
1950’s……………………………………………………………………………………………………..$150

=

1920’s Rawlings B34 1” Web Glove
This is a super solid burgundy-brown Rawlings B34 1” web. It features bold stampings, a nice white & red
Rawlings tag on the wrist strap and a Rawlings incised button. The lining is the best part of this glove. It
feels outstanding on the hand. You won’t want to take it off. The exterior leather is supple. The rolled
leather piping has some minor wear as evident in the third picture. There aren’t a ton of Rawlings sewn
webs out there. You’ll dig this one. Guaranteed………………..…...…………………………………..$295

=

1922 Ken Wel 562S Glove
A rare 1922 Ken Wel grommet web glove in beautiful golden Kenoko Elk leather with a reddish-brown
horsehide liner. Perfect cloth patch and factory pocket stamps. Designed as a pitchers model, the glove has
long fingers but narrows at the wrist. It is 9 7/8" tall and 9" wide measuring along the pocket. Wonderful
on hand feel……………………………………………………………………………………………….$495

=

1910’s D&M 1” Web Front
This is an antique Draper Maynard sewn web baseball glove similar in construction to the G41 models.
Soft and supple inside and out. Nice tan color with large label………………………………………….$265

=

1920’s Reach 1 Inch Web Glove
Near mint Reach 1 inch web, black leather fielders glove. Very soft, supple leather. Super clear markings
that can be seen in the photos. Also has a perfect patch and nice Reach button………………………...$225

=

1920’s Ken Wel 1” Web Glove
This is a Ken Wel 1" web. It has nice leather and a nice Gloversville patch. There is wear on the tips of
two fingers………………………………………………………………………………………………...$200

=

c. 1910 Victor 20D Full Web Glove
A circa 1910 full web Victor model 20D glove in outstanding original condition. The glove is of the
highest quality and features supple black leather and great factory markings and logo button. The glove is
large at 9 1/2" tall and is very comfortable and roomy on the hand……………………………………...$400

=

1910’s Goldsmith Full Web Glove
Goldsmith full web. Nice leather in & out. Small hole at crotch between index and middle finger……$200

=

1920-22 Spalding 3X 1” Web Gove
A 1920-22 sewn web Spalding model 3X glove in beautiful condition with intact leather piping. It's rare to
find any early glove with impeccable factory stamps on the face let alone a white leather model. The inner
lining is unimprovable, It's soft and supple for a great on hand feel. The glove is adult size and measures 9
5/8" tall and 9" wide…………………………………………………………………………………….$375

c. 1908 A.J. Reach 6N Fielders Mitt
Very tough to find Reach 6N fielders mitt. These mitts were to be an innovation from the standard five
finger fielders glove that didn't last long. The gloves are somewhat small and can be confused with a child's
size baseman's mitt. This glove is really well made having a very strong looking buckle back strap and a
perfect patch. The glove also has an eyelet style web with original lacing…………………………..…$650

=

Draper Maynard 1940-50’s “Big Klu” Trapper Model DG957
Ted Kluszewski played for the Reds in the late 40’s and early 50’s. This glove has beautiful dark leather
and strong markings. The web lacing does not look original but functional. The only blemish is in the front
lower left in the lower corner. The inside, where the hand goes, it in excellent condition. Great glove for a
Reds collector. ……………………………………………………………………………………………..$60

=

1940’s Bill Dickey Spalding 101 Catchers Mitt
A 1940's Spalding Bill Dickey model 101 catchers mitt. The large mitt was Spalding’s best in 1949 and
features no rip web anchoring and reinforced wrist strap. The strap shows some wear but still very solid.
Great on hand feel………………………………………………………………………………………….$95

=

1940’s Art Shires Nokona BM80 Basemitt
A stylish 1940's Nokona Art Shires BM80 basemitt. It features a rolled lace web and clear factory
markings in the pocket. The mitt is in excellent condition………………………………………………$100

=

1930’s Pepper Martin Rawlings 400V Glove
This is a Rawlings Pepper Martin 400V buckle back. It has nice leather inside and out. The lacing and
buckle are all in great condition. Nice stampings………………………………………………………..$225

=

1950’s Bob Dillinger Rawlings BD Glove
A 1950 Rawlings Bob Dillinger model BD glove. This is a large glove in excellent condition. The factory
markings on the front are intact and the Rawlings patch is great…………………………………………..$95

=

1950’s Johnny Kuchs Draper Maynard DG921 Glove
Virtually unused glove in excellent condition. The glove is small and probably youth sized. This glove was
endorsed by Johnny Kuchs who pitched for the Yankees in the 1950’s. This is a rare pitcher endorsed
glove………………………………………………………………………………………………………..$50

1920’s Thos. E. Wilson Snap Heel Catchers Mitt
This is a Thos. E. Wilson catchers mitt with the somewhat rare three snap heal closure. This is a very large
mitt in very good condition. The Thos. E. Wilson patch is in poor condition…………………………….$95

=

1950’s Red Rolfe Rawlings RR Glove
A 1950's Rawlings Red Rolfe model RR glove in outstanding original condition. The markings are all bold
and the leather is of the highest quality. It's a large glove at 10" high and 12" wide measuring along the
pocket. A super cloth patch………………………………………………………………………………$210

=

1920’s Winchester Catchers Mitt
Very rare left-handed Winchester catchers mitt. This is a two-toned mitt (dark brown and light
brown). The glove has a beautiful Winchester tag and an solid buckle back strap……………..………..$400

=

1940’s Mel Parnell McKinnon F650 Autographed Glove
This glove is a McKinnon model F650 signed by Mel Parnell of the Boston Red Sox. The signature comes
with a Certificate of Authenticity from Sports Artifacts. In addition to his signature, Mel’s record from
1949 (25-7), 1953 (21-8), and No Hitter 1956 are also inscribed in marker. The glove is in good shape.
There is a faint ink name on the wrist strap and there is some wear on the bottom where your hand enters
the glove. This is a nice piece of history for a Red Sox fan since Mel Parnell is considered one of the top 5
left handers in Red Sox history. ……………………………………………………………...…………..$150

=

1920’s Basemitt
This glove is a nice example of a 1920’s mitt. The back is in excellent condition. The buckle and leather
on the back are in great shape. The leather is soft and in nice condition. There are no marks or vendor
markings on this mitt. Note: there is a lacing issue on the thumb that runs around the thumb. A small repair
would really make this glove shine!..............................................................................................................$75

=

1969 Mickey Mantle Rawlings XFB19 Personal Model Basemitt
A first year Rawlings Mickey Mantle Personal Model XFB19 basemitt from 1969. This Fastback model is
high-quality with all leather piping and features a basket web with the Pat. Pend. horizontal Holdster slot.
The mitt is all original and in great shape. It measures 12" tall and 13" wide along the pocket. The cloth
patch is decent and the markings in the pocket are just super. The mitt feels great on the hand………...$295

=

1950’s Merril Combs Dreiser Co. 4F5 Glove
Merril Combs played in the late 40’s and early 50’s. I believe this glove was made during that period. For
some time, Denkert made gloves for the Dreiser Company under the Dreiser name. The glove features a
very nice light tone of the leather. There is some wear on the bottom of the glove where your hand enters.
There is also a broken lace on the bottom of the palm as seen in the pictures……………………………..$60

=

1940’s Sam Leslie Guardian B65 Basemitt
This is just about perfect. It’s a large adult-size mitt with all the silver stampings remaining. Sam Leslie was
a Spalding endorser so this mitt was most likely produced by Spalding. Just a gorgeous mitt………..…...$200

=

1900’s D&M Laced Heel Catchers Mitt
Super rare and early D&M buckle back catchers mitt features the patented grommet web, intact belted heel
lacing, riveted hard fiber perimeter banding and oval buckle. Nice cloth patch, beautiful leather condition
inside and out. Adult sized at 10"W X 10"H. A well-loved mitt with various vintage seam stitching repairs
that don't detract from this great baseball relic…………………...…………………………$450 or best offer

=

Nokona CM47 Catchers Mitt
This is a beautiful Nokona Catchers Mitt with the original tag. This mitt has a beautiful orangish tinge to
the leather that makes it unique and beautiful. The original tag is attached………………..……………$210

=

c. 1905 JC Higgins Catchers Mitt
A circa 1905 JC Higgins catchers mitt. It features a sewn palm and grommet web. No rips or tears with
everything wonderfully intact. It’s a large mitt at 10" diameter with soft, supple leather inside and out.
Nice cloth patch…………………………………………………………………………………………...$250

=

1920’s Tris Speaker Stall & Dean 1” Web Glove
This is a mid-1920’s Tris Speaker sewn web glove. It’s not a huge model but is in nice condition. The
lining feels nice on the hand. The light-colored piping is a nice contrast to the black exterior leather. It also
has a nice black & white Stall & Dean tag.............................................................................………..…$1,000

=

1920’s Spalding BXB Basemitt
This mitt has seen some action. It’s in fair to good condition. The palm is good, but the back is cracked
around the perimeter with a section of that area replaced along with most of the piping. Former owner B.S.
initialed the buckle back. The buckle web was partially replaced, with the buckle side remaining original.
The lining is original with a crack across the palm. Offers accepted. Satisfaction guaranteed…………$95

=

1940’s Frank Hayes Denkert M28 Catchers Mitt
This is a beautiful catchers mitt for those who love to collect gloves which are beautifully game used. This
mitt is broken in superbly. It is a beefy mitt with a nice darkened pocket. The back is excellent and
features a gorgeous buckle and solid interior of the glove. The back leather is newer looking and lighter in
color than the pocket. The autograph is strong and is in both block & script. The M28 model number is
visible just outside of this well used pocket!.................................................................................................$75

=

1940’s Tommy Henrich Ol’ Reliable Glove
A rare Ol' Reliable brand Tommy Henrich three finger glove in great condition. It features a unique lacing
system and webbing. The leather is soft and supple inside and out. The glove is adult size and measures 9
1/2" tall X 11 1/2" wide…………………………………………………………………………………...$125

=

1920’s D&M Laced Heel Catchers Mitt
This is a nice thick high-quality D&M catchers mitt endorsed by WM Hargrave. It has a smooth liner and
nice D&M cloth label……………………………………………………………………………………..$175

=

Spitfinger Glove Lot
Top L to R: Denkert 400, military issue, webbing gone, otherwise OK. Wilson Bob Feller Personal Model
900. Webbing gone otherwise very nice. Middle L to R: Name very light. No web otherwise OK. George
A. Reach Del Young ACB. No web otherwise OK. Bottom L to R: Wilson Bob Usher A2240. Loose
seam on front. Nokona Joff Cross G33. No web otherwise nice…………………………………………$90

=

Glove Lot - Spalding, MacGregor & MacGregor Goldsmith
Top, left to right: Spalding Sam Mele model 1017. Missing the thumb loop. MacGregor Goldsmith Eddie
Miller G115. Web detached, loose thumb seam in liner. Bottom: Macgregor Bill Dickey GPD Personal
Model. Web lacing is loose otherwise very nice……………………..…………………...……….………$60

